
Don’t Fall for the ‘Blue Screen Error’ Scam!
If you’ve been using computers for a while, perhaps you’ve
encountered a ‘Stop error’ (also known as a ‘blue screen
error’ or, in popular slang, a ‘Blue Screen of Death’ or
‘BSOD’).

A Stop error occurs when Windows runs into a problem from
which it can’t recover. Your PC comes to a sudden halt and
the whole screen turns blue with white text telling you what
happened:

•   In Windows 10 and Windows 8.1, that white text is short
and easy to understand, and even includes a large :( sad-
face emoticon. It tells you that Windows is collecting
some ‘error info’ and then it will restart.

•   In Windows 7, Vista and XP, the text looks very
technical, but it tells you clearly to restart your PC, which
you can only do by switching it off, waiting a few
seconds and then switching it back on.

When a Stop error occurs, you might lose some data. In
particular, if you were working on something and hadn’t
saved it, you’ll certainly lose that. But it’s not the act of
restarting your computer that causes you to lose it, it’s the
Stop error itself.

When the problem occurred, Windows instantly stopped
itself and all your programs, and any data you were going
to lose got lost at that instant. By the time the blue screen
appeared, any data you were going to lose had already been
lost. To find out what you’ve lost (if anything) and get back
to work, you have no choice but to restart your PC.

With that description of a Stop error in mind (and your own
recollection of any Stop errors you might have seen your-
self), have a look at the screenshot below. Does it ring true?
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Hopefully you can see through it immediately: it’s a scam.
But it’s a new and suddenly-popular one that’s catching out
many Web users. You’re cheerfully browsing through
websites when suddenly this ‘blue screen error’ pops up. It
may look much like the screenshot above, or it might have
a white message box over the top containing instructions.

The instructions always contain two notable points. First,
they tell you not to shut down or restart your computer.
Second, they tell you to call a particular telephone number.
The pretence is that you’re calling a ‘Microsoft technician’
who can fix the problem. In fact, you’re calling the scammer
who will try to convince you that your PC has serious
problems, relieve you of large amounts of money, and insist
you install some software that allows him to take remote
control of your PC in order to ‘repair it’.

So, how can you recognise this scam and be sure it’s not a
real Stop error? There are three giveaways:

•   The scam tells you to make a telephone call. A real Stop
error never does this – Microsoft doesn’t offer any such
service.
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•   The scam tells you not to restart your PC. With a real
Stop error, restarting is the ONLY thing you can do. The
scammer doesn’t want you to restart the PC because,
when you do, this fake error will have disappeared,
everything will be working normally, and the scammer
will have lost a victim.

•   The fake ‘Stop error’ doesn’t fill your screen. Can you
see anything at all that isn’t blue (apart from the white
text)? In the screenshot above, for example, you can
clearly see the web browser’s address box, toolbar, tab
and so on. Although not pictured, I could also still see
my taskbar, Start button and clock at the bottom of the
screen. Clearly, then, this so-called Stop error was just a
web page in my browser and nothing had ‘Stopped’. With
a real Stop error, every program is stopped, along with
Windows itself, and you’ll see nothing at all but a blue
background and white text.

If you encounter this scam, simply close the web page (the
tab or window) showing this fake ‘blue screen error’. If you
can’t do that – perhaps because it keeps reappearing every
time you try – the next solution is to force your web
browser to close. Press + + to open Task
Manager, select your web browser by name in the list and
click End task.
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Windows 10: See Where You’re Scrolling
When you’re using a Windows 10 app, such as News, or
Weather, or Settings (pictured below), or any of the
thousands of others, do you find scrolling tricky? It’s not
surprising because Windows 10 has a peculiar attitude to
scrollbars: it feels they should be more-or-less invisible!
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Fortunately, there’s an easy solution. With a quick change
to a single setting you can tell Windows to display scrollbars
at their full size constantly.

Open the Settings app (by
pressing + or by
clicking the cog icon at
the bottom-left of the
Start menu) and click on
Ease of Access. You’ll
arrive at the ‘Display’
page, and near the top of
that page just turn off the
switch labelled Auto-
matically hide scroll bars
in Windows .
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A scrollbar is just a thin line until you move the mouse
over it, which causes it to show itself at full size .
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